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Current Developments in European 
Defence 

1. In this Report we make available, for the information of the House, the oral 
evidence given to Sub-Committee C (Foreign Affairs, Defence and 
Development Policy) by Dr Sarah Beaver,1 Mr Andrew Mathewson2 and 
Mr Bob Regan,3 Ministry of Defence, on 15 June 2006. We thank them for 
their time. 

2. Key topics in the evidence are: 

• the financial framework of the European Defence Agency (EDA) QQ 2–
3; 

• progress towards the Headline Goal 2010 QQ 4–5, 19–27; 

• strategic airlift QQ 6–18; 

• the use of battlegroups in ESDP4 missions QQ 28–30; 

• the use of maritime forces in ESDP missions QQ 31–33; 

• spending on defence research and technology (R&T) QQ 34–42; 

• cooperation on defence R&T QQ 43–49; 

• the Code of Best Practice in the Supply Chain QQ 50–52; and 

• the Commission consultation on the European Defence Equipment 
Market5 Q 53. 

                                                                                                                                     
1 Director General, International Security Policy. 
2 Director, EU and UN. 
3 Defence Procurement Agency. 
4 The European Defence and Security Policy. 
5 Commission paper on the intra-Community circulation of products for the defence of Member States, 

Brussels 21 March 2006. 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE EUROPEAN UNION COMMITTEE

(SUB-COMMITTEE C)

THURSDAY 15 JUNE 2006

Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Lea of Crondall, L
Hannay of Chiswick, L Tomlinson, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Dr Sarah Beaver, Director General, International Security Policy, and Mr Andrew Mathewson,
Director, EU and UN, Ministry of Defence; Mr Bob Regan, Defence Procurement Agency, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Dr Beaver, Mr Mathewson, Mr Member States about what the Agency can achieve,
but I do think that the work that has been done overRegan, welcome, and thank you very much indeed

for coming to see us to answer our questions. Is there recent months looking, for example, at the joint
investment vehicle for Cat A projects is a sign of theanything you would like to say in opening?

Dr Beaver: I do not think so, thank you very much. Agency recognising that the appetite for an
enormous budget is not general amongstChairman: So may we proceed directly with the

questions? I will ask Lord Tomlinson if he will participating Member States. So I think we have the
Agency now taking a clear initiative following upaddress the question of Council approval of a

financial framework. from the Steering Board meeting in May I think there
will be a lot of intense discussions starting oV from
the oYcial meetings in early July, we have theQ2 Lord Tomlinson: Good morning. The
meetings again later on this year, and we are certainlyexplanatory memorandum from the last meeting of
hopeful, and I know the Government will be tryingthe European Defence Agency Steering Board says:
very hard, to secure an agreement because we think“in the second half of the year they will begin to
that would be very helpful for the Agency, and I thinkconsider in earnest the medium term financial
that would be also helpful for Member States becausearrangements for the Agency”. What do you believe
all Member States need to set aside the budgetaryare the prospects for Council approval of a financial
provision for the contribution they need to make.framework, and the agreed priorities by the autumn

of this year and, alongside that, perhaps I could ask
you to comment on the phraseology that was in the
explanatory memorandum that was sent to us, Q3 Lord Tomlinson: So for those words that the case
because I believe it reflected a very weak sort of has “yet to be made for very large increases” I should
negotiating position where it says: “I do not believe really read that there is “no appetite for a large
that the case has yet been made”—now that implies budget”, or that “the appetite for a large budget is not
that it will be made—“for very large increases to the universally shared?”
EDA’s budget”, and that seems also to be implying Dr Beaver: I think that is correct, yes.
that we are anticipating, if not yet, if not very large,
certainly later and large increases to the budget.
Now, perhaps you could comment on that, because

Q4 Lord Tomlinson: I personally would prefer to seein that context they were talking about the budget for
that wording in the explanatory memorandum,the next three years, so what do you believe are the
otherwise it looks as if we are three quarters of theprospects for Council approval by the autumn, and
way to conceding a large budget in the way thewhat sort of quantum?
explanatory memorandum is written. Just moving onDr Beaver: I think certainly the Agency is now very
to capabilities, then, is the Government satisfied withfocused on the requirement to secure this agreement.
the progress being made towards the headline goalOnly yesterday the Secretary of State received a letter
of 2010?from Javier Solana about Ministers engaging
Mr Mathewson: In a sense the answer to this is apersonally in the preparatory work for that, and that
procedural answer but you are probably not wantingletter raises the question saying that we need to have
a procedural answer. Procedurally the answer is therefurther discussion and reach a consensus about what
is a well-established procedure through which we areit is that the Ministers as members of the Steering
working, a process which initially identifies theBoard want the Agency to achieve. Now, clearly we

know that there is a spectrum of views between requirements—
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Mr Mathewson: They could be the same.Q5 Lord Tomlinson: We take that as read. So
substantively—
Mr Mathewson: Our submission is to bid out against Q8 Lord Tomlinson: So why was it taken out of the
those requirements, so we are now in the process of papers and therefore not considered by Ministers?
nations having contributed their response against the Mr Mathewson: There was a preparatory committee
requirements. So the next stage is assessing the of oYcials a week or so before the ministerial
responses against the requirements and it is only at meeting. There was no consensus amongst oYcials
that stage that we will really understand how the that this was an idea which had yet been suYciently
capabilities and the forces which nations have oVered understood to go forward to Ministers, and I think
stack up against the requirements which have been several nations had reservations about whether the
identified. I cannot give you yet any emerging idea was yet ripe enough to go to Ministers, and it
indication of whether we will have a good match was dropped from the papers that went forward to
between the requirements and the capabilities but I Ministers.
think it is fair to say that we would expect there to be
some remaining shortfall from last time this process Q9 Lord Tomlinson: Yet we consider strategic airlift
was worked through. There were shortfalls, and that to be one of the most significantly important factors
is what the work is about; it is about identifying that the EDA should be getting to grips with?
where those shortfalls are. Nationally we certainly Mr Mathewson: Yes, but I think there is a distinction
assess that there are still remaining shortfalls in here or an issue about Commission funding of
particular in the area of strategic lift and the Defence defence requirements, and I think it was the
Secretary in February dealt with both NATO and the understanding of the extent to which Community
EU to encourage nations in both organisations to money could fund defence requirements which
assess their requirements for strategic lift, so caused some nations to pause over whether that was
nationally we would not be surprised to see there was appropriate to go to Minister.
a continuing shortfall in those capabilities which are
essential for deploying military operations at that Q10 Lord Tomlinson: And on that we would be on a
distance, but the work has not yet come to that negative side?
conclusion so it is an anticipation based on Mr Mathewson: Yes, we would.
experience from the last round of where we might be. Lord Tomlinson: Thank you very much.

Q11 Chairman: Would we seek to draw aQ6 Lord Tomlinson: Can I ask one follow-up
question to that because Mr Des Browne, and I distinction, then, between the need for strategic lift
realise he is very new to the task, in writing to Lord for a military operation and a civilian relief, a disaster
Grenfell on the 31 May put in a sentence that response? The aeroplanes are the same, are they not?
interested me: “Similarly the proposal on assured Mr Mathewson: Yes. I think the distinction we would
access arrangements for civil airlift on the basis of probably draw is that we do not see a need for a
joint funding by the Commission and participating standing capacity for civilian disaster relief
Member States was removed from the ‘Hampton operations. I am not an expert on how aid
Court Capabilities Paper’ and not therefore departments fund their strategic airlift but I think
considered by Ministers”. Two small questions, one they have standby contracts, call-oV contracts,
for my own understanding. How do you distinguish whereas for defence at least part of the solution needs
civil airlift from the general question of strategic to be standing capacity in the form of owned assets,
airlift capacity, and why was it removed from the and some of those assets need to be diVerent from
Hampton Court papers? civilian airlift assets; they need to have defensive aid
Mr Mathewson: In a sense it is diYcult to draw a suites and particular military capabilities. But my
distinction because in pressing nations to address understanding is, and Defence is not the lead
their requirements and how they might meet those department for disaster response, that we do not see
requirements for a strategic airlift, we have a need for standing assets for disaster relief, those
recognised there are a range of options and that range would be met from the market or from contracts or,
of options includes going to the spot market. It also on occasions, from use of defence resources, but this
includes mechanisms like SALIS, the strategic airlift is an issue on which DFID lead. We do not maintain
interim solution, which is simply an assured access capacity for disaster regressions, although in some
contract which essentially is a way of a pre ordering circumstances we would provide assistance to
civilian airlift. disaster response operations.

Q12 Lord Tomlinson: It strikes me as a non expertQ7 Lord Tomlinson: So they are very much the same.
That makes the second part of the question even that you are telling us that there is not a great

coherence in this area, either within or betweenmore important, from my point of view.
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Q16 Chairman: Perhaps I can just stay with thisgovernments, yet it is stated as being a fundamental
area where there is a shortfall? point for a moment. Javier Solana’s paper which

went to the Council seems to argue very cogently forMr Mathewson: I think we get into a slightly diYcult
area in bridging this divide between military some sort of shared usage. Are we rejecting that

proposal?requirements and civilian requirements. Our
department focuses on the need for the defence needs Mr Mathewson: We are not working on any proposal

for shared funding which involves Communityand we are clear that there is a very clear need for
European nations, whether for NATO or EU funding—
operations, to have greater capacity to lift forces and
move them to deploy operations, and we were very Q17 Chairman: Not shared funding. I do not want
clear that we need to be encouraging nations to think to quote the whole piece but he says in paragraph
through those requirements. 14: “In addition to . . . military owned strategic lift

assets, Member States also have access to strategic
lift assets that are on either permanent charter orQ13 Lord Tomlinson: But in the decision-making
under assured access arrangements. Similarly toprocess, taking it beyond that as a wish list, there
Member State military owned assets, theseseems to be what I described as incoherence within
capabilities can be tasked very quickly”, and he goesand between governments?
on to list a number of benefits. “This potentiallyMr Mathewson: I think there are several competing
brings a very capable response to the EU’s coherentrequirements, or several diVerent requirements—
response to disasters under several diVerent
approaches . . . Member State SALIS participants

Q14 Lord Tomlinson: Unresolved competing could allocate some of their ‘national’ requirements,
requirements? . . . Member State non-SALIS participants . . . could
Mr Mathewson: Yes, unresolved, and the issue for us ‘buy’ additional flying hours”, et cetera. It is all
is the extent to which we should look to Commission there.
funding to meet a defence requirement, and we do not Mr Mathewson: Now, you have read that, we are
think that is an appropriate response to meeting a comfortable with that approach and this is the
defence requirement. It may or may not be an arrangement whereby I think the SALIS hours, and
appropriate response to meeting a civil requirement SALIS is a standby contract whereby a number of
for disaster relief. That is not the business of Defence nations have bought in advance a number of hours
Ministers and I think it was that confusion which of strategic airlift provided by a commercial
really caused this proposal to be withdrawn from company, are available for any purpose, really.
Ministers’ consideration. They are contracted in our case through the MoD,
Dr Beaver: We have seen this on a number of disaster and in our case they are primarily envisaged to be
relief operations and it is very clear the Department available for defence use, but these hours could be
for International Development is very much in the made available for other purposes, and France has
lead on this. They do this all the time and it is only in been explicit in saying that it intends to use its
certain circumstances that they will wish to look to SALIS hours for disaster relief. We have not said
defence resources to provide the strategic airlift, that because we have contracted through the MoD
because they can often access that strategic airlift primarily against a defence requirement, but a
themselves more cheaply. Ours comes with more bells number of countries, I cannot remember how many,
and whistles attached and is not necessarily the have signed the SALIS contract and it is in principle
cheapest solution, so you are correct there are a way of making flexible use of some, as it were, pre
interchanges within government because we always bought airlift hours.
would look to Department for International
Development as the lead, and they come to us and Q18 Chairman: But we are not rejecting out of hand
say: “Can you provide assistance?” as they did with making available military-owned aircraft for the sea
the Pakistan earthquake, for example. I think there lift capabilities, or for disaster purposes or
are a number of countries in Europe that have that emergency crisis response.
similar approach, that it is not Defence that leads. Mr Mathewson: Not at all, and indeed the practice

demonstrates we do not reject that out of hand. We
have made those facilities available.Q15 Lord Tomlinson: And in the meanwhile the

strategic capacity that is needed for military purposes
remains unfulfilled? Q19 Lord Lea of Crondall: Could one of our

visitors comment on the relationship between settingDr Beaver: Yes.
Mr Mathewson: In our assessment it remains a headline goal in the first place and what you might

call the price tag of that? Obviously you cannot putinadequate, yes.
Lord Tomlinson: Thank you. a price tag on something that has not yet happened
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requirements and it works through. But this is a sub-in the sense you do not know whether there is going
to be a flare-up or a disaster, but when we began set, I think, of the general capability we want of our

Armed Forces, and it is certainly a lesser requirementLord Tomlinson asked a question about the budget
in a narrow sense, but could somebody comment on than we would want Armed Forces—
how you get a feel of the price tag on the headline
goals within certain brackets, and within that how
do people develop a working assumption as to how

Q23 Lord Lea of Crondall: I do not think Dr Beaverfar Member States are going to put their hands in
responded to my question, which was a bit tiered. Dotheir pockets or how it is going to come from some
some Member States reserve their position in thecollective commitment?
sense that “Yes, we will chip in when we see what theDr Beaver: I think it would be a foolish man to
disaster or whatever the need is”, and some otherattempt, and certainly I would not, to put a price
Member States think it is much better to make thetag on what the cost is. It is not just the cost of the
collective commitment in advance? In other words,acquisition of capabilities, which I guess you
some people hide behind or claim in a principled wayprobably could quantify when we get the gap and
that some pragmatism about how you respond whensay, “Well, broadly, that would cost X billion
you get there is compatible with meeting the goals;pounds or euros to close the gap.” But with defence,
you do not need to have an all-singing, all-dancingthe costs of maintaining equipment in service and
approach to meeting the goals, you can do it moreoperating it would probably be greater than the
pragmatically as you go along. Is there a debate alongoriginal costs of purchase. What I think we would
that line?say is that with the current levels of defence
Dr Beaver: I think there is a distinction between whatspending in Europe it is unlikely that we will have
countries oVer in the Force catalogue and thethe resources to close that gap.
decision which is for governments to make at the time
on what they would actually be prepared to commit

Q20 Lord Lea of Crondall: What gap? to the operation under consideration. For the UK
Dr Beaver: The gap that there is likely to be between there has been a question of we see NATO operating
the headline goal. at a much higher scale and we would expect to oVer

more to the NATO questionnaire about what
Q21 Lord Lea of Crondall: Yes. capabilities we would potentially make available
Dr Beaver: This can only be a long-term than what we would be oVering to a European
proposition. Countries will plan their acquisition security and defence policy operation. It may be that
over a period of years and hopefully, through the in other countries the political context is diVerent and
process of the headline goal setting out clearly what they might be ready to oVer at the higher end in the
it is that we aspire to have in terms of capabilities EU context, but I think we have to bear in mind that
in a European context, that will influence countries we would be expecting to be operating in an EU
in their own acquisition planning decisions, so I environment and we would have other obligations we
would be surprised personally if we reached headline would need to be able to sustain capacity to fulfil.
goal 2010 with a full catalogue, but what we will all Those are the judgments that I think all governments
have across Europe is a very clear idea: “If these are will be handling slightly diVerently but certainly the
your aspirations, these are the things you now need UK has not oVered all of its capabilities towards the
to build into your programme to acquire in the headline goal questionnaire.
long term.”

Q22 Lord Lea of Crondall: You do not think that the Q24 Lord Tomlinson: Can I paraphrase what I think
headline goals are seen as moonshine or some other I have heard and then you tell me if I have
fantasy? Your sense of the orders of magnitude is that misunderstood it? You are satisfied with progress in
we are living in the real world in trying to meet terms of the procedure towards 2010. However,
headline goals? substantively we are not by 2010 going to achieve the
Mr Mathewson: Yes. The starting point for this, of headline goals? Does that seem a correct summary of
course, is the understanding of what the European what you said so far?
Union aspires to do in the defence area as set out in Mr Mathewson: Our expectation is that when the
the European security strategy and the Petersberg analysis is done we will not have reached the
Tasks, so it is essentially a set of missions about requirements.
disasters response, humanitarian, peace-keeping,
support operations, so this is not a wish list of what
the European Union wishes to do, and then the

Q25 Lord Tomlinson: So the answer is yes?headline goal questionnaire process converts that
general understanding into a set of specific Mr Mathewson: It is an expectation, yes.
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had a very long period to plan for it, whereas as youQ26 Lord Tomlinson: If that is the answer yes, the
next question I would raise with you is why do we remember the battlegroup concept is based on a rapid

response. As you are probably aware, the originalperhaps waste so much time in arguing about the
headline goals where, although we are satisfied with concept of the battlegroup was very much inspired by

the DRC deployment Artemis in 2003, and we havethe procedure, we do not believe we are going to get
there by 2010? Would we stand a better chance of shaped it around that. I think when it comes to a

situation like Sudan, Darfur, the problems would begetting there if we said to some of our partners:
“Match the level of defence expenditure you have in with the battlegroup the scale of the operation

required and whether a battlegroup, which isthe UK or France, and unless you do that stop
posturing about the headline goals”? relatively small at 1,500 men, would be suYcient. It is
Mr Mathewson: I think part of the answer is that the likely that if you were really doing something to help
headline goal process is designed to identify the there you would probably need a larger scale of force
shortfalls and therefore designed to identify where we than a battlegroup.
do more, so it is not a failing of the system, I would
say, if the answer shows that there are still shortfalls.

Q29 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Sorry but I do notThat is what the process is meant to identify and
misunderstand the fact that the EU is not going tomeant to identify, therefore, where nations should be
allow its battlegroups to be tied down to three or fivechallenged—
years in one peace-keeping operation; that is not
what they are intended for. I am talking about—

Q27 Lord Tomlinson: And therefore people should Dr Beaver: A temporary reinforcement.
not posture round those goals unless they are
prepared to put their money where their mouth is?
Mr Mathewson: I think you are correct to say there is Q30 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes, the need to
a serious issue about the resourcing of defence across come in there after a peace agreement has been
Europe which is essential to meet these capabilities. reached, even if not signed by everyone, to deter the
Lord Tomlinson: Thank you. spoilers in the period that elapses before you can

bring the regular blue helmeted UN peace-keeping
into operation. It does not seem to me, frankly, thatQ28 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: If I could turn away
Darfur is that unrealistic for that scenario. The fact isfrom these quasi institutional organisational issues to
that the UN is only just starting planning now. Eventhe actual use of ESDP as an instrument of foreign
if they take over all the 7,000 AMIS troops and blue-policy in specific cases. If I have it right, there is now
hat them, which they presumably will most of them,a German-led battlegroup being deployed to the
at the end of September there will still be probablyDRC to support the protection levels at the time of
many months before the larger force that you quitethe elections. It will then, I think the intention is, be
rightly are looking to come in arrives. The questionwithdrawn at some point after the elections when the
then is, is this a case where all the Europeans could dosituation is stable enough, and I notice possibly
would be to say to the UN: “If you want one of theseextending the duration of its stay. That I think is
battlegroups we will give serious consideration toalmost the first occasion on which a battlegroup has
providing them”, not “We insist on it” or whatever,been deployed, if I am right—there have been other
otherwise I have a feeling that if the precise contoursESDP operations but they have not been a fully-
of every single national crisis that comes along arefledged use of the battlegroup system—so what I
defined in such a way as to say: “Well, it is not quitewould like to ask you is what planning, for example,
right for the battlegroup” then people will graduallyis being done that would enable the European Union,
come to the conclusion that the battlegroups do notfor example, to deploy one or more battlegroups to
exist at all; they are just paper constructs.Darfur if this were a necessary first stage in the
Dr Beaver: I think it is quite true that, if there was toswitchover from the African Union to the UN? Has
be a request from the UN for assistance, certainlyany thought been given to that? Is that a conceivable
from the UK perspective our first port of call wouldpossibility? What other situations around the world
be who is on the roster for the battlegroup, becausecould be a call on a battlegroup? I am trying to move
that has been very successful in encouraging otherthe discussion away from the purely theoretical and
countries to tackle the deployability issues that needorganograms and lists of equipment and so on and on
to be addressed, and it does not mean the defaultto what you actually do with this when you have it.
position is that it is either France or the UK that isDr Beaver: I think the actual planning for the DRC
going to have to lead. So if that situation was to arisethis time is the Germans are not actually oVering a
we would be keen to say: “Well, the first place we lookbattlegroup. We said “This is a prime example of a
to meet this short-term requirement is thebattlegroup”, but in fact the way they are
battlegroup”, but I would emphasise that this is aconstructing it I do not think they see it strictly as a

battlegroup deployment. For one thing they have theoretical position.
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Jago Garcia or somewhere. Have I misunderstoodLord Hannay of Chiswick: I am not trying to get a
policy statement from you at all. I understand what we are discussing?

Mr Mathewson: I think I would say we would reject aperfectly well that is not the purpose of this meeting.
standing EU maritime force for just that reason, that
maritime forces are inherently flexible, they areQ31 Chairman: Can I move on and turn to one of the
deployed at sea, a force can be pulled together fromother references in the May Council conclusions
assets that are available taking account of where theywhere the Council noted the ongoing work “to
are and where the requirement is at short notice.investigate the contribution of EU maritime forces in

ESDP missions/operations and their use in a rapid
Q33 Lord Lea of Crondall: That is because peopleresponse capacity, and the Council as ever looks
are dotted around the world anyway?forward to further progress.” Can you tell us
Mr Mathewson: Yes. Ships are at sea. So unlike withsomething about what is going on in that area and the
a battlegroup you do not need to take specialuse of maritime forces? What is our attitude to it? It
measures to have a land formation at short notice. Sohas been suggested by one of our members who
our approach is just to better understand the truecannot be here that there are considerable
states of readiness of maritime forces, where they areadvantages in some instances because you do not
and how the EU can pull together a maritimehave to worry about overflying rights, you use ships.
package to meet a requirement in responding toWhat is our position on this?
circumstances at the time.Mr Mathewson: Our position is that we expect

maritime forces to be able to make a full contribution
to the range of EU military operations, clearly Q34 Lord Lea of Crondall: We have suggested a
depending on the scenario and where they happen. challenging target for each pMS of spending 1.75 per
The background to this issue relates back to the cent of defence budgets on R&T. How does the
battlegroup, which is a standby set of forces available Government propose to encourage other pMSs to
for short notice deployment already identified. I reach this target?
think there are some nations who have suggested that Dr Beaver: The target itself has not been agreed and
if that is good for a land formation there ought to be the Secretary of State felt strongly it was important
a maritime equivalent of a standby group of maritime that we should have a realistic target. I think in all of
forces. Now, we do not share that assessment of the these issues about defence expenditure it is a
requirement. We think maritime forces are inherently combination of focusing participating Member
flexible, they tend to be at sea, they tend to be States’ attention on the importance of having an
deployed, they tend to be more available, and there is appropriate level of investment in R&T and the
no need to go through this particular process of combination of the political pressure that can
creating a standby force. So the way we want this sometimes be generated through ministerial
work to go is towards identifying which are the forces gatherings and looking at their own data towards
which are really at high readiness. In our response to refocusing their investment in that area. Clearly, we
the headline goal questionnaire we declare forces at have the Hampton Court reflections on R&T
varying degrees of readiness but the highest level of investment generally needing to be greater in Europe,
readiness is 20 days. Now, that period of readiness but all we can do is encourage and urge. But I know
covers quite a bracket from those which are at sea that the Secretary of State felt quite strongly that it is
now and could be in the area to those which are very important to have a realistic target that we have
genuinely at 20 days’ notice, so we want to do work some prospect of meeting and that it should be a
about refining and understanding the availability of target that individual Member States can themselves
maritime forces so if there is a crisis, a humanitarian own rather than some generalised target that is there
or a disaster response, whatever, to which maritime for Europe as a whole to reach.
forces can make a response, the EU has a better
understanding of where its really short-notice Q35 Lord Lea of Crondall: Do other people present
maritime forces are available and can be brought a target in terms of a percentage of their own
from. defence budgets, or is there some other way of

presenting such a target? Is there any such
discussion about how such a target should beQ32 Lord Lea of Crondall: What are the timescales

you are talking about there? On the face of it formulated?
Dr Beaver: There is to be a further meeting inobviously you can fly people to X in two days

whereas sailing can take two or three weeks Brussels to discuss the way forward on this because
there was not a consensus at the meeting in Brusselsdepending on where you are going, and if that raises

the question if you want to have a standby force of Ministers. So there will be further discussions on
this, then we will expect the Agency to come up withwhich is maritime which can react quickly you have

to have something with EU written on it sitting in further proposals for Ministers’ consideration.
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Dr Beaver: Yes.Q36 Lord Tomlinson: We have a proposal here on
which there is no consensus yet, as I understand it,
but we seem to be proposing 1.75 per cent of a Q40 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Secondly, we are
national budget, but it is our view that for a number trying to get a number of Member States who, in
of participating states the budget itself is that already insuYcient amount they spend on
inadequate. You have already told me it is not defence, spend either little or nothing at all on R&T
enough to reach the headline goals by 2010. Does it to raise that, and this 1.75 per cent of their defence
not follow as a matter of logic that 1.75 per cent spending would, in most cases, be more than they
of an inadequate budget will produce an inadequate are now spending on R&T?
resource for R&T? Dr Beaver: Yes.
Dr Beaver: It will.

Q41 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I do not, therefore,
Q37 Lord Tomlinson: So we are chasing something see any discrepancy between us at all on this, do
which is illusory? It is either that or we are going to you?
be paying a disproportionate share. Dr Beaver: I think there is not but it just will not
Dr Beaver: The other strand is we need to encourage make very much impact. If you just focus on
other Member States to increase their defence increasing R&T expenditure when you have too low
spending, that there are far too many Member an expenditure you are going to get very little result,
States contributing less than 2 per cent of their GDP and one of the clearest countries where you have a
to defence so you need a twintrack approach. very big discrepancy, for example, is Germany

which is the biggest country which is underinvesting
in defence, and unless Germany makes a bigQ38 Lord Tomlinson: So would it not make a better
increase and a similar target in R&T you are notstrategic approach if we are seen to be concentrating
going to make very much impact.primarily on that, getting others to accept a

reasonable proportion of their GNP for defence,
rather than pursuing the 1.75 per cent for R&T on Q42 Lord Tomlinson: Unless you do both.
a baseline figure which we are already saying is Dr Beaver: Yes.
inadequate? Lord Tomlinson: That is where I agree with you.
Dr Beaver: I think there probably is merit in both
because the traditional pattern of expenditure in Q43 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Going back to the
Europe has been, apart from France and the UK EDA for the moment, I think this Sub-Committee
and I think Sweden spends a reasonable amount on agrees with the Government’s view that a large
R&T investment, that generally Europeans spend a budget per se is not something we would welcome,
very low proportion of their budgets on R&T, and and that we understand that funding should be
we think that if Europe is to have capabilities in focused on particular agreed projects, but I see that
defence development and so on it will need to the report from Mr Witney to the Council says “ad
increase the level of its budget to spend. Clearly, hoc projects [on defence R&T] have been slow to
however, I agree that if the budget is too small in materialise: though a good number of candidates
the first place this is not going to make very much are under discussion . . . only two new proposals
impact. achieved firm commitments by the participating
Lord Tomlinson: This is a double whammy, a small Member States during the year . . .”, and this is
amount of an inadequate budget, is it not? against a background of a previous report from
Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I do not agree with you. Javier Solana in which, and I paraphrase, I think
Lord Tomlinson: Well, I am not asking you; I am he expressed some disappointment at the number of
asking our witnesses. You can ask another question. projects coming forward. It does not seem to me
Chairman: Let’s try and make some progress maybe, that bringing forward specific projects on which the
rather than arguing amongst ourselves. EDA could work is in any way incompatible with
Lord Lea of Crondall: The logic is to formulate our view of how it should be funded, but do you
possibly the idea in terms of a percentage of the not think it is a little worrying that, apart from
Member States’ gross national product. lightweight radar systems, there seems to be no

evidence of other projects, because without projects
this thing is not going to achieve what everybodyQ39 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I am sorry, but can

I ask a question, because I happen to take a diVerent hoped it was? You will recall that we were really
quite favourably disposed to the EDA in the inquiryview? Have I correctly understood that what you are

saying is that we are pursuing an eVort to persuade we did into it—which was not something that was
shared by everybody—so what is going to happenother Member States to raise their defence spending

as a proportion of their GNP? That that is our to the enthusiasm of the EDA and our vicarious
enthusiasm if Member States do not bring forwardpolicy?
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expect to be able to see the feedback from theprojects, and what would the UK’s contribution be
in terms of putting projects forward for the EDA goading in fairly short order, would you not?

Dr Beaver: I am not sure that it will be in shortto pursue?
order. All countries have to plan their defenceDr Beaver: I think one of the things on this is that it
expenditure over time, and there is some work to beis important to be realistic about timescales. It takes
done now on developing our long-term vision,some time to work through proposals, with a lot of
which is not yet mature but is getting there, wherecountries talking to each other who have not
we know in the longer term we are going to haveperhaps had that experience, and to work out what
with the headline goal work a much clearer commonit is that they can work together on successfully. I
view in Europe about what it is that we can achieve,think that was always one of the problems with the
what we want to achieve, and I think when you startEuropean Defence Agency; that the public
from that that will facilitate the bringing together ofexpectation or the political public expectation that
collaboration within the framework of the Agency,it was going to deliver miracles in a short space of
rather than trying to match up apples and pears. Wetime. It is not. This is going to take quite a number
have had diYculties in the past on someof years, I think, to make a significant impact, and
collaboration eVorts because we had relativelywe have been very keen to promote from a UK
mature concepts that we were trying to matchperspective that there needs to be a proper process,
together at a late stage. What we are hoping withwhich we already had in place for those countries
the Agency, and this is the long-term side of it, isthat are part of the letter of intent framework
that we have a common long-term vision of whatagreement, whereby they have quite an extensive
it is we are trying to achieve and through workingdialogue together and go through a careful filtering
together we will have more scope from that earlyprocess to find out where there is common ground.
stage in bringing these diVerent ideas together to getThat takes quite a lot of time to do and so I think,
more successful collaboration proposals.while it is understandable that people might be

disappointed, actually possibly the problem was
that the expectations might have been unrealistic. Q46 Lord Tomlinson: Is it not the case that even if
Over the next year we would hope to see more we take the two goodies, the ones who spend
projects being brought to the Agency. relatively adequately on defence, they still have

completely diVerent visions about the role of the
EDA? I remember reading a rather interestingQ44 Chairman: I do not mean this to be a debate
article on what I think was the Munich conferencebut it is not just expectations of the public, is it? We
on defence last year, where the French Minister wasnow have a sort of muted disappointment from Mr
referring to her vision of the EDA being a fullWitney, and we have express disappointment from
orchestra which would orchestrate properly

Javier Solana who chairs the Steering Board, so it European defence procurement across the European
is not just political/public disappointment; these are Union, and I think Mr John Reid then intervened
people with their feet well on the ground who are and compared it with his vision of being much more
deeply involved in it and who know exactly what like a rather ad hoc jazz group getting together, and
they are doing. he just hoped they were in reasonable harmony
Dr Beaver: What we are also seeing there is an when they played. So even with the goodies who
example of what we expected the Agency to do, have the money or are spending the money, there
goading Member States towards improving their are tremendous diVerences of vision.
performance. You probably noted in the Anglo- Dr Beaver: I think it is true that there are diVerent
French Summit declaration last week suggestions of visions of how the EDA will now operate, but the
where we would with France be seeking to work joint investment vehicle for Cat A funds I think is
together more closely on the armoured fighting quite a useful compromise, where the assumption is
vehicle technologies (not with armoured fighting that countries can participate together but put the
vehicles but underpinning technologies) where we money in on top of the Agency’s core budget but
could put some proposals forward—vehicle still have the freedom to opt out. I think that kind
electronic optical sensors, and so on, so those are of mechanism may be some way of bridging the gap.
being considered by France and we might be doing I think France’s aspiration is unusual amongst
those through the Agency as well. Member States. We are probably more where most

countries sit in terms of their aspirations.

Q45 Lord Lea of Crondall: On the doctrine of the
goad, the more we fail the more successful the Q47 Lord Tomlinson: I only raised it because you
goading principle would be in demonstrating its referring to the Anglo-French meeting last week
value, presumably? That you expect Mr Witney and reminded me of the diVerences as well as the

agreements. Following on on the defence R&T whatMr Solana to act as a goad but also you would
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approach or the French government’s somewhatscope do you think the Government envisages for
joint commission Member State funding of research ambitious approach?

Dr Beaver: It is not an issue that comes up so muchand technology which has both civilian and military
implications? We touched on this earlier in terms of in our sphere because the ESRP programme is very

much led by the Home OYce and acrossthe civilian/military side of it, but in terms of the
Commission joining with Member States for the governments. There are other departments involved

but MoD is not the lead department on that.funding of R&T, where do you envisage the scope?
It has been fairly controversial, has it not? Clearly, however, it would be foolish to cut oV that

source of funding if there was some useful commonDr Beaver: Yes, and I think the message we have at
the moment is that the Commission is quite keen to ground, and the Commission is, as you know,

represented on the Steering Board so that there is amake a distinction between civil and security
research and defence research, so I do not think it good flow of information.
has been right to say, as France thought at one
stage, that there is a great pot of gold out there to Q50 Chairman: Moving to the Code of Best
be raided for defence purposes. Practice, the Secretary of State refers to this in his

letter and says that he does not believe the ability
to limit the number of potential suppliers to be aQ48 Lord Tomlinson: Not only the French. Did not
problem in the UK. Is that the case with otherthe outgoing Commission, the Prodi Commission,
Member States so far as you know? What hopesin its dying days produce a paper by two retiring
have you got for that? Do you think the otherCommissioners, of whom Commissioner Liikanen
Member States are going to follow it and how arewas one, which seemed to suggest fairly open access
we going to monitor it?to the framework programme for defence R&T?
Mr Regan: The Code of Best Practice is a sub-set,Dr Beaver: I think it is not developing quite along
if you like, of the broader Code of Conduct thatthose lines at the moment. Also, although there is
comes in on 1 July. It is aimed rather to improveclearly going to be some common ground between
the access to the market of the small and mediumthem, it is important to recognise that the
enterprise. It is to drive best behaviour out of primeapplications that might look similar between civilian
contractors in their treatment of small and medium-and military sphere are often distinctly diVerent
sized enterprises, and the reporting and monitoringbecause we are trying to do diVerent things. For
regime that will be associated with that we will startexample, if you take the question of NBC
to see perhaps towards the end of this year. The firstprotection, where in the civil sphere you might be
step will be the electronic bulletin board, but that islooking at protection of the mass population against
really aimed at governments letting prime contracts.NBC threats, we are looking at protection of
There is a second phase which we expect will besoldiers who are needing to fight in that
implemented perhaps in early 2007 that will thenenvironment and our interests, in the defence sphere
start to monitor the access granted to small andare not about the general population but about
medium enterprises through the prime contractors,enabling our military people to operate in that
and that is where the benefit will accrue to Britishenvironment. So those are similar issues but they
small and medium-sized enterprises.might have distinctly diVerent applications. I think

our approach on this is that, provided all issues
associated with the ESRP have been sorted out, and Q51 Chairman: How many of the participating

Member States have opted out of this?there are some issues, for example, about intellectual
property rights and so on that need to be resolved Mr Regan: Two. Spain and Hungary.
satisfactorily, just as they have needed to be resolved
in the context of the Agency’s work on R&T, Q52 Chairman: Do we think that is serious?
nobody is going to be wanting to put in money Mr Regan: To be frank the take-up of the Code of
unless they are happy with these very big issues Conduct has exceeded our expectations quite
being resolved correctly, but I think the approach substantially. We thought it would be a number
would be that we would be adopting a pretty between 18 and 20, and 22 is an extremely good
pragmatic approach looking at particular proposals result. Neither Spain or Hungary have ruled out
on a case-by-case basis to see whether or not there joining at some future stage.
was merit in pursuing the idea of joint funding. By
and large, however, we expect the ESRP programme Q53 Chairman: Lastly, and I am advised that you
to concentrate on civil research rather than defence. are not responsible for the consultation on the more

open EDEM any more and that it has gone to the
Department of Trade, is there anything you can tellQ49 Lord Tomlinson: Broadly speaking, then, do

you view there being more support for what you us about what the likely response is to the
consultation by the Government?describe as the British Government’s pragmatic
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reflected elsewhere in Europe, the complianceMr Regan: Subject to your absolutely correct caveat
about the lead department the consultation is still demands, for instance, we place on, for instance,

small and medium-sized enterprises. Again, wecontinuing, and I would expect something to be put
firmly into the public domain in due course. Among would need to consider as part of that consultation

the extent to which that would place resourcethe factors that will have to be taken into account
are the implications of moving or shifting the focus demands on them. Another factor to be considered

too is the way an internal Schengen, if you like,on export controls from end-users and the products
being transferred inside of Europe to the emphasis would be regarded by the United States in terms of

their licensing of technology coming across thethat would be placed under this regime on the actual
suppliers themselves. That raises issues about the Atlantic as well. There are a number of factors all

of which are under consideration, and I reallybureaucracy that would be necessary to track such
transfers, and I think we would need to look at that cannot tell you what the outcome is at this stage.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed, Dr Beaver,bureaucratic burden quite carefully. There is also,
we think, and I suspect this would be part of an Mr Mathewson and Mr Regan, for coming and

dealing with our questions and, indeed, for youranswer, quite a lot in our existing practice of using
open export licensing, a UK practice not necessarily answers.
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